Dynamical analysis of an integrated pest management predator-prey model with weak Allee effect.
In this paper, a pest management predator-prey model with weak Allee effect on predator and state feedback impulsive control on prey is introduced and analysed, where the yield of predator released and intensity of pesticide sprayed are assumed to be linearly dependent on the selected pest control level. For the proposed model, the existence and stability of the order-1 periodic orbit of the control system are discussed. Meanwhile, with the aim of minimizing the input cost in practice, an optimization model is constructed to determine the optimal quantity of the predator released and the intensity of pesticide sprayed. The theoretical results and numerical simulations indicated that the number of pests can be limited to below an economic threshold and displays periodic variation under the proposed control strategy. In addition, it indicated in numerical simulations that an order-2 periodic orbit exists for some certain parameters.